Chapter 9
Wednesday Night Bible Class—Winter 2010
#4 M.V.—James 2:18

THE TWO KINDS OF FAITH
“WITH THE HEART MAN BELIEVES”

1. What verse E.W. Kenyon has been eagerly searching for a satisfactory explanation for many years?

2. You understand that the word “heart” is used __________________________
   - Because the heart is the life ___________ of man.
     - It [ ___________] is the great pumping station that keeps the physical body _________.

3. We (including you) have come to know that when God speaks of the heart:
   - TRUE FALSE: God means the human soul.
   - YES NO NOT SURE: The man or woman is a spirit.
   - YES NO NOT SURE: The man or woman is in the same class as God.
   - YES NO NOT SURE: God is a Spirit.
   - Who became a man and took on a man’s body, and when He did it He was no less God than He was before He took the physical body?

   - TRUE FALSE: You know that man (that’s you), at death, leaves his physical body and is less man than he was when he had his physical body?

4. We know that man cannot know God through what? __________________________
   - Beautiful translation in Amplified Bible—1 Corinthians 2:14—“But the natural (earthy), nonspiritual man does not accept or welcome or admit into his heart the gifts and teachings and revelations of the Spirit of God, for they are folly (meaningless nonsense) to him: and he is incapable of knowing them (of progressively recognizing, understanding, and becoming better acquainted with them) because they are spiritually discerned and estimated and appreciated.”

5. God is only revealed to man through what? _____________

6. How can you contact God? _______________

7. YES NO NOT SURE: The spiritual things are just as REAL as material things.

8. BELIEVE OR NOT BELIEVE: God is just as REAL a person as though He had a physical body?

9. Explain what does it means “Jesus, with His physical body now in Heaven, is no more real than the Holy Spirit or the Father”?

10. Both 1 Peter 3:4 and Romans 7:22 are called “________________________” and “________________________” and give us God’s definition of the human spirit.

11. YES NO NOT SURE: The real man is spirit

12. Who is the “real man”? ______________

13. The “real man” has what? ______________ and ______________
   - Your soul contacts the ______________ realm.
   - Your physical body contacts the ______________ realm.
• Your spirit contacts the _____________ realm.

14. The first 2 chapters of 1 Corinthians gives us a contrast (difference) between:
• _________________ and _________________,
• or the __________ and the __________.

15. You understand that all the knowledge that man has outside of REVELATION KNOWLEDGE has come to him through these five doors to the ____________.
• What are the five doors?

• They [5 doors] are the means of COMMUNICATION between what?

• The mind can receive nothing UNLESS it receives it through what? _________________
• If these FIVE SENSES were destroyed, man would have no means of receiving ________________.
• TRUE FALSE: After these FIVE SENSES were destroyed, you would know yourself, or the material world?

16. “Wherefore we faint not, but though our outward man is ______________, yet our inward man is being __________ day by day.” (2 Corinthians 4:16)

17. “That He (God) would grant you according to the riches of His glory, that you may be strong with His ______________ through His SPIRIT in the inward man.” (Ephesians 3:16)
• When a man (you) is ________________,
• ETERNAL LIFE is ______________ to his (man’s or your) spirit, to this __________ man.
• Who comes into his (man’s or your) body? ________________
• The Holy Spirit comes in to dwell (live) in his (or your): a) body b) soul c) spirit
• The Holy Spirit can communicate directly with you through your: a) mind b) body c) soul d) spirit

18. The Holy Spirit must communicate with you through your spirit which reaches and influences your _________________.
• Your spirit has a _________________.
• We call that voice _________________, or a _______________, or _________________.
• Sometimes it is called “_________________”.
• You get a hunch (gut) and if you follow it you do not make a what? ______________
• The inward voice seeks to give ________________ to your mind.
• We would almost never make a mistake if we would LEARN to give __________ to our spirit.

19. What was the greatest mistake that has been made in our intellectual culture?

20. Who has taken your throne? ______________________

21. Your spirit has been locked away in where? ________________
22. **CONSEQUENTLY** (as a result) we are **CONTINUALLY** making mistakes because our spirit which should guide us is **NOT PERMITTED** to ____________.

23. Knowledge is something we acquire (get):
   - through the ____________,
   - through ____________,
   - through ____________ and ____________.

24. Wisdom is the ____________ to use the knowledge to profit.
   - **TRUE FALSE**: Wisdom does come through the **SENSE**.
   - **TRUE FALSE**: Wisdom comes from our intellectual.

**James 3:13-18 Living Bible quotes**, (13) If you are wise, live a life of steady goodness, so that only good deeds will pour forth. And if you don’t brag about them, then you will be truly wise! (14) And by all means don’t brag about being wise and good if you are bitter and jealous and selfish; that is the worst sort of “lie”. (15) For jealousy and selfishness are not God’s kind of wisdom. Such things are earthy, unspiritual, inspired by the devil. (16) For wherever there is jealousy or selfish ambition, there will be disorder and every other kind of evil. (17) But the wisdom that comes from heaven is first of all pure and full of quiet gentleness. Then it is peace-loving and courteous. It allows discussion and is willing to yield to others; it is full of mercy and good deeds. It is wholehearted and straightforward and sincere. (18) And those who are peacemakers will plant seeds of peace and reap a harvest of goodness.

25. The divine wisdom comes down from:  a) earth  b) heaven  c) hell

26. Who gave the divine wisdom to you? ____________

27. The man (that’s you) who shuts his spirit away and makes a prisoner of it (divine wisdom of God), how?
   - You who never ____________ to it (divine wisdom of God),
   - You who never ____________ to it (divine wisdom of God),
     - You become ____________ and
     - You are an easy ____________ to **SELFISH** and **DESIGNING PEOPLE**.

28. The one (that’s you) lets the spirit gain (win) the mastery (control) and influence him at crisis times is the one who climbs to the ____________.
   - What does it means to “believe with the heart”? It means ________________________________
   - **YES NO NOT SURE**: Can you believe with your intellect?
   - Faith is a product of:  a) mind  b) body  c) soul  d) spirit
ANSWER:

1. Romans 10:10
2. Illustratively, center, heart, alive
3. False, yes, yes, yes, Jesus Christ, false
4. Sense knowledge
5. The spirit
6. Your spirit
7. Yes
8. Believe
9. Your own word—
10. The hidden man, the inward man
11. Yes
12. That’s me
13. A body, a soul, intellectual, physical, spiritual
14. Sense knowledge and spiritual knowledge, senses and spirit
15. Mind; five doors—smell, taste, feel, hear, and see; material things and intellectual; knowledge; false
16. Decaying, renewed
17. Ability; born again; imparted, inward; Holy Spirit; c) spirit; d) spirit
18. Intellectual processes; voice; conscience, hunch, or guidance; institution; mistake; guidance; head
19. Ignoring of the spirit
20. Knowledge of our intellects
21. Prison
22. Function
23. Senses; reading (see); travel and hearing
24. Ability; false; false
25. B) heaven
26. God
27. Listen; obey; crippled; prey
28. Top; ‘believe with the spirit’; no; d) spirit